
POPCORN MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS

➔ Turn on all three switches (light / kettle / spinner) at the top of the machine.

➔ The kettle will need to heat up for your first use. Allow 3-5 minutes for this process

➔ Open the two perspex doors and using the black handle, li� the kettle lid to the top

of the machine (there is a magnet at the top of the machine to hold it in place)

➔ Open the “All-In-One” popcorn kit and pour the contents inside the kettle. Each kit

contains all the ingredients required and will produce approximately 10 servings

➔ Lower the kettle lid back down and close the perspex doors to retain the heat

➔ Once the kernels reach temperature, you will both smell and hear the kernels

popping. The kettle lid may bounce and popcorn will fall onto the heating tray. Do

not empty the kettle just yet as it is likely that not all of the kernels have cooked!

➔ When the rapid popping slows to 1-2 pops every 2-3 seconds, you are ready to dump

the kettle and can reopen the perspex doors. BE CAREFUL NOT TO TOUCH THE

KETTLE AS THIS WILL BE EXTREMELY HOT!

➔ Li� the kettle lid again so that it magnetises to the roof then tip the kettle so that the

contents fall into the tray

➔ Shake all popcorn from the kettle ensuring there are no le�overs that could be burnt

on your next batch and re-hinge the kettle

➔ If you wish to makemore popcorn, simply repeat the process above ^



➔ If you have finished cooking, you can switch off the “kettle” and “spinner” switches

➔ If you are not ready to serve, leave the “light” switch on which will keep your

popcorn nice and warm

➔ If you have served all of your popcorn, turn off the “light” switch as well

❗❗ KETTLE IS HOT DURING OPERATION // DO NOT LEAVE UNATTENDEDWHEN IN USE //

SWITCH OFF HEAT ANDMIXER WHEN NOT MAKING POPCORN❗❗


